We gratefully recognize our passionate and generous supporters!

The list below indicates cash gifts to Youth In Need’s annual fund, received between Jan. 1, 2013, and Dec. 31, 2013. It does not include capital campaign donors or auction and raffle purchases. We have made every attempt to list names accurately. We regret any errors or omissions. If your name is in error, please contact the Development Office at 636-757-9347.

### Major Financial Support for Programs
- City of St. Charles
- The Community and Children’s Resource Board of St. Charles County
- FLYIN (Future Leaders – Youth In Need)
- Girlfriends for Good
- Missouri Department of Economic Development
- Missouri Department of Social Services
- Missouri Housing Trust Fund
- Montgomery Area United Way
- St. Charles County Community Assistance Board
- St. Louis County Children’s Service Fund
- United Way of Greater St. Louis
- U.S. Department of Agriculture
- U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

### Founder’s Circle
- $10,000 and above
  - American Direct Marketing
  - Virginia Boschert (deceased)
  - Mary Ann and Jeff Buckner
  - CarMax Foundation
  - Dr. J. Michael and Carol Conoyer
  - Mary Beth and Gerald E. Daniels Emerson
  - Employees Community Fund of Boeing St. Louis
  - Carol and Erik Goldman
  - Home Builders Association
  - JM Family Enterprises, Inc.
  - Susie and Art Johnson
  - Carolyn and Ronald Koenig
  - Cara and Jon Lottes
  - Tracy Mathis
  - Mercy Hospital St. Louis
  - Gwen and Paul Middake
  - Missouri Foundation for Health
  - Monsanto Company
  - Norman J. Stupp Foundation – Commerce Bank, Trustee
  - QuikTrip Corporation
  - Valerie and Christopher Riley
  - The Boeing Company
  - The Dana Brown Charitable Trust
  - The PNC Financial Services Group
  - The Reding Company LLC
  - Virgin Unite USA, Inc.
  - Linda and Peter Werner
  - Pam and John Winkelmeier

### President’s Circle
- $5,000 to $9,999
  - ACF Foundation, Inc.
  - ATB Technologies
  - Bank of America - St. Louis Headquarters
  - Judy and Richard Beumer
  - Centene Corporation
  - Dr. J. Matthew and Ellen Conoyer
  - Corporate Group, Inc.
  - James Cowan, Sr.
  - Don C. Musick Construction

### Director’s Club
- $2,500 to $4,999
  - Cee and Bruce Affleck
  - Ameren Missouri
  - Ameristar Casino Resort Spa
  - Sandra and Craig Ashmore
  - AT&T United Way Employee Giving Campaign
  - Ramon Bahl
  - Rudy D. Beck
  - Benskin & Hott Talent Partners, LLC
  - Nancy and William W. Brown
  - Brown Smith Wallace, L.L.C.
  - Clayco
  - Cuivre River Electric Community Trust
  - Dot Foods
  - Enterprise Holdings Foundation

### Visionary
- $1,000 to $2,499
  - Anne and Allan Affleck
  - Ameren Missouri
  - American Railcar Leasing
  - Anjon Manufacturing

### Annual Roll of Giving

- Foam Supplies, Inc.
- Herman T. & Phenie R. Pott Foundation
- HM
- HOK Group, Inc.
- Hollrah and Fricke, Inc.
- Pat Holterman-Hommes and Danny Hommes
- Mary Beth and Bob Kalinich
- Cathie and Robert Muschany
- Peabody Energy
- RX Systems, Inc.
- S. M. Wilson & Co.
- Safety Training Resources
- Joan and George Scherer
- ServiceMaster of St. Charles
- Heidi and Bruce Sowatsky
- St. John United Church of Christ Suburban Journals Old Newsboys
- Sandy and Patrick S. Sullivan
- The Business Bank of St. Louis
- Thompson Street Capital Partners
- Thrivent Financial for Lutherans
- United Way of Tri-State Truist
- US Bank
- Anita and Jeff Viehmann
- Wamhoff Financial Planning & Accounting
- Wells Fargo Advisors
- Wells Fargo Community Support Campaign
- World Wide Technology, Inc.
- Nancy and Larry Young
- Dr. Mark and Phyllis Zust

- Continued on next page
Advocate

$500 to $999

AAIM Employers’ Association
American Realty Group
Anheuser-Busch Companies, Inc.
Baue Funeral Homes, Crematory & Cemetery
Mary Jo and Bob Blankmeyer
Marsha and Robert Boedeker
Jean and Jerry Bornhop
David Brosseau
Dr. James and DeLaine Bryant
Raelynn and Kelly Chase
David Christianson
Marilyn and Wayne Clark
Cobra Hockey
Continental Title Company
Crawford-Burtz
Mia and Josh Crume
Amanda and Mark Delcourt
Dixie and John Dickmeyer
Jo DiSalvo and George Keller
Family Christian Ministries
Fifth Third Bank
Frank Papa’s Ristorante
Freedom Title
Cynthia and David Frick
GAP Foundation Gift Match Program
George Gladis
Good Shepherd Lutheran Church
Michelle Gorman
Richard Hagan
Robin and Pete Hannan
Dr. Thomas J. and Mary Harrison
Hawthorne Financial, LLC
HealthCare USA
Hoff Heating & Air Conditioning
Elizabeth and Peter Hogan
Carol Ann and Russell Isaak
Adele and Bobby L. Jones
Nancy Kalishman
Christina Kelly
Lauren and Todd Keske
Keith Kohler
Kohl’s
Lea Ann Kruse
Liberty Mutual
Lions Club of Wentzville
Cathy and Michael P. Mack
Jeremy Malensky
John Marino
Charline Martinez
Lisa and James Maurer
Dianna and Tim McLenanah
Ann and Tom McCadden
Susan and Curtis Meiner
Midwest Systems
Judy and Carl Miller
National Head Start Association
Nations Title Agency
Linda and Huck Oberlin
Milton Oran
Paige Sports Entertainment
Missy and Tom Palitzsch
Peters Family Charitable Fund
Philadelphia Insurance Companies
Pitzman’s Surveying Group, Inc.
Plancorp, Inc.
Pratt & Whitney
Promotions Pronto, LLC
Christine and Rick Ratkowski
Realogy Charitable Contribution Match Program
Renaissance Plastic Surgery, Inc.
Susan and David Rentfrow
Peggy and Jerry Ritter
Roofers Mart
Royal Auto Protection
Dr. Duru Sakhrani and Ronald Cretin
Savvy Settings
Crystal and Patrick E. Smith, Sr.
St. Charles Eye Center
St. Louis Christmas Carolers Association
Cindy and Mark Szakolczewski
Ellen Thoma
Janet and Ed Watkins
Dr. Ron and Paula Wepprich

Spencer

$100 to $499

Abitibi-Consolidated Corp.
Jennifer Womack and Mark Adams
Aetna Foundation
Affton Christian Church
Jennifer and Douglas Albrecht
Kathleen and Larry Albright
Alliance Tax & Accounting
Ameren Missouri
American Legion Post 312
American Railcar Industries
Melissa April
Linda and Kenneth Armstrong
Armstrong Teasdale LLP
AT&T Services, Inc.
Mary Pat AuBuchon
Mary-Louise and Serdar Aykent
Baer Pediatrics
Bank of America Matching Gifts
Willis Beauchamp/Warehouse of Dinette
Becky Beck
Amy Bernhard
Dr. Robert and Misha Bertolino
Dr. Adam Betz
Bill Thomas Camper Sales
Wendy and Chris Black
Bomberdier Aerospace
Bommarito Honda
Lucy and John Bordewick
Sally and Dan Borello
Sean Boyle
Heather Desmond and Scott Brandes
Susan and Steven Briner
Ryan Brockmann
Brown, Hay & Stephens, LLP
Bridget and Ron Brunnert, Jr.
Buck Consultants
Judy and Philip Buser, Jr.
Barbara Bunning-Stevens and Paul Stevens
William Bunte
Donna Burd
Judy and Robert Burns
Pamela and Gerald (Mark) Butler
Andrea and Rodney Calise
Melissa and Gaspare Calvaruso
Janet Casey
Lynn Cates
Jerri and Neil Cerrato
Robin and Chris Chadwick
Chamberlain College of Nursing
Champion Floor Company
Barbara Chesman
Church of the Resurrection
Church Women United of Metro Saint Louis
Zachary Clark
Deborah Cleer
Coldwell Banker Gundaker
Eric Collier
Debra Conoyer
Sandra and Osmond Conrad
Melissa Cook
Coventry Health Care/GHP
Creve Coeur Days, Inc.
Criders Health Center
Robert Crompton
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Fred Daly
Ryan Davis
Pat Dietrich
Janet and John Dobson
Dollar Rent A Car
Julie and Daniel Dozier
Dr. Bernard and Jo Ann Dubray
Cathy and Carter Dunkin
Dr. Joy Ebest
Vincenzia and Richard Eckstrand
Wesley Edwards
Rick Edwards
Kate Ellis
Epsilon Sigma Alpha Rho Chi
Chapter
EZ Loan Services #57003
Jennifer Fairman
Dr. James and Sandy Farrell
Patsy and Dennis Feeherty
Mary Ferguson
Ferguson Roofing Company
David Finchamp
First Capitol Courier
Katie and Jason Flamm
Flint Hill 4-H Club
Fort Zumwalt School District
Foundation Care Pharmacy
Cynthia and Kim M. Fraser
Frederic Roofing
Todd Freeman
Mary and Jeff Freeman
Gateway Commercial
GE United Way Campaign
Samantha and Kevin Geil
Joe Gerchen
Dr. Steven and Lois Geschke
John and Maureen Gillardi
Global Impact
Gene Gloster
Jesse Goldner
Mark Goodwin
Pauline Gouvin
Judy and Joseph Graman, Jr.
Dr. Stuart and Elaine Greenbaum
Guardian Insurance
Mary and John Gunther
Marilyn Haberle
Harvester Animal Clinic, Inc.
Healthcare Solutions Team
Laura Heatherly
Jane and William Hemberger
Nancy and Skip Herndon
Hoette Concrete Construction
Martha and Michael Hogan
Angela Hoog
Amy and Jack House
Sally and Robert Huesgen
Nick Hugheback
Patricia and Gary Hughes
Minnie and Richard Hursey
Immaculate Conception Church
Integrity Land Title Company
Brian Jackson
Dr. Jeremy and Lindsey Jacobs
Jery Jasick
J. Kim Johnson
Jeannie and Bruce Johnston
Craig Kainz
Julie Kappen
Ann and Keith Kastendieck
Pauline and Warren Keinath
Tracy and Thomas Kelly
Emily and Neil Kimes
Cliff Kollor
Rita and William Kottmeyer, Sr.
Stephanie and Evan Krauss
Mary Lou and John Krekeler
Katie Krieger
Stefanie and Jeremy Krueger
Kim and Marc Lammy
Susan and Patrick Lane
Lang Insurance Service, Inc.
Angela Lauer
Julie and Bill Lawson
Debra Levy
David W. Levy
Liberty Mutual
C. Joseph Lonsdorf
Barbara and George Lounsbury
Diana and Timothy Lukins
Barbara Lytle
Kim and Ed Magaletta
James Mahler
Amy and Josh Marit
Martin Leigh Laws & Fritzlen, P.C.
Kathy and Steve Martinez
Diane Mason
F. Jane Matson
Renea and John McDonald
Ann and Jim McKe
Karen and Frank Megargel
David Mehmen
Midwest ENT Centre, PC
Mile High United Way
Missouri Valley Federal Credit Union
Mitsubishi Aircraft Corporation
America, Inc.
Lynda and Bob Molina
Monarch Fire Department
Barbara and Larry Myers
National Medical Billing Services, LLC
National Retail Flooring Services Inc.
New Florence United Methodist Church
Newco Enterprises
Brent Niederer
Sara Northern and Chris Sanders
Rene and Terry O’Connell
Dr. Daniel and Sharon O’Donnell
Ruth and William Oran
O’Reilly Auto Parts
Colleen and Eric Ormsby
Leslie and Joseph Parker
Whitney Payne
Peabody Opera House
Performance Plumbing Inc.
Mary and Danny Peters
Shari and Roger Peterson
Pfizer United Way Campaign
Frances and Jim Phillips
Melina and Adam Pinilla
Carol Alexander and Robert Plenge
Peggy Porter
Juliane and Omri Priss
Principal Financial Group
Jill C. and Vernon S. Prinster
Rabo AgriFinance
Brian Randow Company Airlines Leadership Team
Ranken Jordan
Fr. John Reiker
Joe Reiring
Maureen and Kirk Richter
Katherine Risley and Taylor Sebestik
Scott Rismiller
Sue and Peter Rogers
Rooftop Community Church
Katie and Alex Rummel
Karen and Jay Savan
Lindsay and Josh Scheinerman
Schmidt & Associates, LLC
Amy and Duane Schneider
Vicky and Michael Schneller
Schooler Construction & Roofing, LLC
Mickey Schoonover
Mary Kay Schumacher
Linda and Fred Scott
Sandy and Rod Sheridan
Shoe Carnival
Sue Shriver
Karen and Ron Sieve
Janelle Smith
Marian Solari
South 94 Bait-n-Tackle
Teresa and Joe Spica
St. Charles County Government
St. Charles Presbyterian Church
St. Louis Pipe & Supply
Dr. R. F. Stanton, DMD
Dr. Mary Stanton
Liz and Jim Steckart
Stella & Dot
Logan Strain
Laurie and Jeffrey Strickland
The Arthur J. Gallagher Foundation
Veronica and Leo Tigue, Jr.
Tracy and Michael Titusworth
Michael Todd
Tom Pappas Toyota
Tricia Topalbegovic
Triumph Global, Inc.
Nancy Turner
U.B. of Carpenters & Joiners
U.S. Airways Group, Inc.
Tricia and Jason Utrecht
United Methodist Church of the Shepherd
Vantage Credit Union
Lisa and Blaine Vazsly
Fr. Ventmiglia
Rebecca and Edward Wagner
Washington University
Kathleen and Kevin Wayman
Emily and Chris Weaver
Alice and Robert C. Weber
Dr. Margaret Wehrenberg
Susan and Craig Wellbaecher
Bethany Weldon, President
FCCLA Region 4
Nancy Wentworth and Charles Oddo, Jr.
West County Phillips 66
Meghan and Steve Whittmore
Lynne and Timothy Wiese
Angela Winingham
Anthony Wright
Kim Scheidegger York and David York
Keri Young

FRIEND
$1 to $99
Aberdeen Heights
F. Darlington Ackumey
Ahrens & Hoelscher, PC
Kathy Anderson
Gayle and Andy Anderson
Ms. Michyl Antoszkow
Samuel Asiedu
Jill Asser
Diane and Eliot Asyre
Michelle and Kerry Bailey
Bank of America United Way Campaign
Cory and Lauren Bates
Cynid and Dave Beale
Karla and Randall Beck
David Beebe
Mary Beelek
Linda and Christopher Belcher
David and Laurie Belleville
Mary Bendel
Jane and Nick Bennett
Rhea and Richard Blais
Norma Boozer
Shannon and Brad Borello
Elizabeth and Derrick Burger
Rebecca and David Burke
Helen Burnett
Anne and Robert Burris
Connie Campbell
Ann Canale
Amber and Timothy Capstick
Marilyn and Dennis Casey
City of Ballwin Police Department
City of Ferguson Firehouse #1
Judy and Joe Claes
Linda and Bruce Clark
Lacleshonna Cline
Cheryl Collins
Michelle and Joseph Collins
Joan Collins
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Communications Workers of America Local 6300
Tracy and Jim Cook
Kacie Creswell
Sarah and William Crocker
Ben Crowder
Yucon Curtis
Alice and Ronnie Dagenhart
Marc Dangerfield
Stephanie Dees
April Delhaunty
Ruth Donaldson
Cynthia and Philippe Duggan
Rose and Fred Dyer
Mathew Eilerts
Madeleine and James B. Eisenbath
Eliot Unitarian Chapel
Carol and Terry Elmendorf
Mary and Kevin Enger
Becky and Randy Ferber
Mary and Henry Fischer
Fletcher-Reinhardt Co.
Alejandra Flores
Elizabeth Foster
David Fox
Monica and Steve Frank
Peggy and Ralph Frank
Kathy and Michael Franzoi
Bernie Frazier
Joy Freeman
Friedens United Church of Christ
Mary and Steven Frontczak
Vicki and Jerome Fuest
Sarah and Terry Funderburk
Cheryl and Bruce Gabrian
Ann Gartland
Gateway Ambulance
Cynthia and Lawrence Gavilsky
Britanian Gellings
Cindy and John Genenbacher
Sarah and Justyn Gerson
Michelle and Adam Goldsborough
Daniel Gregory
Barb and Chris Griffith
Margaret and Donald G’Sell
Darrell Hackmann
Diane “Dee” and Robert Hansen
M. Angela Smith Harris and
Thomas Harris
Jaclyn Harris
Nancy Hazelwood
Ed Heigl
Elisabeth Heisse
Addie and Don Helling
Janet Henderson
Debbie and Chris Hess
Donna and Glenn Hicks
Chet Hileman
Dr. Tom Hill
Valerie and Jason Hoermann
Hope Lutheran Church
House of Pais, Inc.
T. Mary and Bill E. Howle
International Institute St. Louis
Brittany and Chris Janis
Beth Johnson
Jane and Robert J. Jones, Sr.
Sharon Duncan-Joyce and
James Joyce
Richard Judd
Just Give
Jennifer Kea
Susan and Sam Keller
Jane and David Kelly
Apyr Kemper
Rina and Paul Kenkel
Betty Keough
Jill and Matt Kesler
Geraldine Kloeppe
Karen Kobal
Susan Kohlhagen
Stacie Landry
Maura Lem
Ashley and Shannon Lewandoski
LINC Family Learning Center
Judith Loeffler
Suzi and George Mahe
Lauren Mahoney
Meaghan Mahoney
Kelly and Mark Markus
Virginia and George Martak
Mary Carter and Anthony Martin
Maryland Heights Fire Protection
District
Sue and Nick McMillon
Nathan Meecey
Cara and Dennis Merritt
Ms. Johanna Metensmeyer
Karla Michels-Boyce
Midge (Margaret) Miller
Sara Moomey
Chris Morgan
Paul Mutuura
Heidi and Nelson Nast
New Leaf Lawn & Landscape
Fred Newman
Jane Norris
O’Donnell Communications
Olivette Fire Department
Eileen and James Orthals
Wanette and Fred Oxley
Eileen Parr
Robin and Scott Parres
Mary G. and Donald Peterson
Viviane Picard
Kristen and Eric Pierson
Tim Pierson, Sr.
Helen Plager
Steven Pokin
Potentials
Praise Tabernacle Christian Church
Vi and Ed Preston
James A. Price
Jamie Prior
Patrick Ragan
Rosario Ramirez
Barbara Reed
Michael Reid
Dolores Reller
Matthew Richmond
Paula and Mark Rigsby
Yvonne Roques
Robert Rudy
Roger E. Russell
Nancye and J. Konrad Sauer
Schaefer Autobody Centers
Marysue Schaffer
Chandra Schmidt
Amy Schramm
Ruby Schroeder
Carole Schwab
Joanne and Jerry Scognamiglio
Senators Coaches, Inc
Sigma Sigma Sigma - Beta Xi
Chapter
Kathy Simmons
Dorothy Sims
Wendy Smith
M. Jean and Michael Sparks
Nita Sparks
Linda and Morris Spil
Pamela and Wayne Spillman
St. Louis Public Library -
Administrative Offices
Dorothea and Thomas Stanton
Shirley and William R. Steffy
Arland and Wesley Stemme
Nanette and Oliver Stevenson
Diana and C.B. Stitz
Amelia and Dan Strawbridge
Kathy and Jeffrey D. Summers
Gale and Ralph Teasley
Meg Terranova
The Pointe at Ballwin Commons
Elizabeth and Gregory Thompson
Powell Trout
Jill and Bryan Tune
Mr. Brian Turner
Christina Turner
United Way of Metropolitan
Chicago
United Way of the Quad Cities
Area
Charlene Urban
Maria and Kent Vereman
Gee and Vance Vigna
Lisa Vogt
Heather Wade
Warren County Jaycees
Brandon Wegge
Al Weilbaecher
Lindsay and Brian Wiedermann
Kathy Williamson
Wendy and Mark Wilson
Stacey Winschel
Kris and John Wirzel
Jim Yount
YourCause,
PricewaterhouseCoopers